Colorectal cancer (CRC) lymph node metastases are common but their genetics and the mechanism whereby these metastases occur are not well understood. Here we present recent data regarding genetic heterogeneity in primary CRCs and their metastasis. In addition, we explain the different potential models describing the mechanisms of metastasis and the data supporting them. Multiple studies have also revealed a variety of prognostic molecular markers that are associated with lymph node metastasis in CRC. A better understanding of genetic heterogeneity and the mechanisms of metastasis is critical to predicting clinical response and resistance to targeted therapy.
Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common cause of cancer and of cancer-related death in males and females in the USA [1] . The 5-year survival for CRC with distant metastasis is only around 20%. The first sign of advanced disease is traditionally thought to be the presence of malignant spread to nearby lymph nodes (LNs) but the timing and mechanism whereby this occurs is not clear. Though LN metastasis is not the direct cause of mortality in patients, these patients reap improved survival when they receive systemic chemotherapy, and thus, this appears to be a marker of systemic disease. It is important to fully elucidate the biology of LN spread in CRC. Through this review, we hope to shed light on recent developments in the understanding of LN spread in CRC.
The traditional model of linear progression from primary tumor to LN to distant metastasis informs most decision-making, dictates cancer staging, and guides treatment selection. Surgical lymphadenectomy is accepted to improve local tumor control in some cancer types but it is only thought of as a staging method in others. A scientific understanding of whether LNs harbor the source of metastatic clones is critical to tailoring the extent (and therefore the morbidity) of lymphadenectomy, especially in the metastatic setting. Physicians and surgeons treating cancer recognize positive LNs as a poor prognostic marker, but whether their complete resection results in improved survival or only accurate staging is a debate that can be appreciated across surgical disciplines when we consider the controversy surrounding extended lymphadenectomy in gastric cancer, total mesocolic excision, high versus low ligation of the inferior mesenteric artery, and the value of lateral pelvic node dissection. In addition, increased appreciation of the genetic heterogeneity in primary tumors and metastases has important ramifications for personalized medicine utilizing targeted therapy. In this setting, LN biology may be critical as many CRC patients have LNs as their only known site of tumor dissemination.
A Word of Caution about Methods
An accurate understanding of cancer's molecular evolution is dependent on the method of genetic analysis, the tumor sampling strategy, and an understanding of the technological limitations and baseline assumptions underlying the research strategy. The type and depth of genetic analysis are critical in determination of mutational divergence between tumor samples. Genetic analysis may be performed by using gene panels, assessing a type of somatic alteration (such as small insertions/deletions [indels]), or employing whole-exome sequencing (WES) or whole-genome sequencing (WGS). The number of genetic markers employed in the study has a critical impact on the estimate of molecular similarity estimated by the analysis. Studies employing gene panels are biased toward known driver genes, most of which play an important role in early tumorigenesis/malignant transformation and are therefore more likely to be shared across subclones. WES is more costeffective than WGS, but only 1.5% of the genome is included in the exome, so molecular evolution events affecting introns, some of which have critical roles in gene expression, are not examined. In short, the more markers are employed by the study, the more divergent the tumor and metastasis will appear, but next-generation sequencing has its own flaws compared to traditional Sanger sequencing in terms of variation in coverage in individual genetic regions. In addition, even when WES or WGS is used, if the depth of coverage used to assess for mutations is low, then low-frequency mutations will not be identified and heterogeneity and subclonality cannot be assessed. In reality, it may be best to perform WES or WGS followed by deep custom panels. In addition, estimates of normal tissues in the specimen must be incorporated into comparisons between samples as differing amounts of normal DNA between samples can falsely increase or decrease estimates of heterogeneity. Furthermore, nonmutational alterations to the genetic code, such as methylation, histone modification, copy number variation (CNV), and micro-RNA binding, may create a selective advantage for tumoral subclones in ways not analyzed by sequencing. Similarly, the sampling strategy is critical for analysis. If the primary tumor is not exhaustively sampled and analyzed, heterogeneous primary subclones may not be identified and mutations in metastases could be falsely identified as private metastatic mutations. Identification of rare subclones may thus require a high sequencing depth and assessment of multiple geographic regions. Analysis of metastatic lesions poses a particular challenge as most metastases are not sampled in depth or surgically resected, and those which are made available for genetic analysis have often undergone pretreatment with chemotherapeutics. An exception are the LN metastases which are typically resected at the same time as the primary tumor and therefore undergo similar treatment within a distinct environment. Lastly, one must take into account CNV where large or small segments of the genome, often including many genes at once, are amplified or deleted which can be important in and of themselves but can also alter the effects of mutations. CNV can be assessed using WGS or single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays.
Models of Metastasis
LN metastasis are rarely accounted for in models of tumor progression or appear only as a stopping point on the way to distant metastasis. Specifically, as it relates to LN metastasis, 3 potential models can be imagined (Fig. 1) . In the first model, which is clearly not in agreement with recent studies, the tumor is made up of a genetically uniform population and moves to the LN. In the second model, the primary tumor is made up of many genetically related but distinct subclones and a single, especially fit, subclone metastasizes to the LNs sequentially. The third model again presents a heterogeneous primary tumor but here the LN metastases are polyclonal with variability in the specific distribution between different LNs. This third model is explained through multiple waves of metastasis of single or polyclonal clumps of cells. We now know from multiple studies that solid tumors are genetically heterogeneous with multiple subclones [2] [3] [4] [5] . Current data supports model 3. Many open questions still exist with regard to the subclonality of nodal and distant metastases including: when metastasis occurs and whether certain mutations make it more likely and whether subclones cooperate to metastasize successfully [6] . What is becoming clear is that the process of metastasis, including regional metastasis, is far more complex than previously envisioned.
The two general overarching systems of tumor progression describing the evolution of primary tumors and their paired distant metastasis are the linear and parallel models. In the traditional linear progression model of cancer, the bulk of molecular evolution progresses within the primary tumor as it becomes a cancer and before metastasis. Selective pressures favor the fittest subclone which dominates through clonal sweeps as the primary tumor progresses. This model was put forth for CRC progression by Fearon and Vogelstein [7] in 1990. This genetically uniform tumor then colonizes regional, followed by distant, metastatic sites. In this model, the ability to metastasize is gained within the primary tumor and the mutational divergence between primary and metastatic lesions is predicted to be small, reflecting the role of metastasis as daughter clones. Furthermore, genetic analyses in this model are expected to produce a hierarchical phylogeny from primary tumor to LN to metastasis. The linear progression model has dominated the cancer paradigm. It is reflected by the TNM staging system and informs the decision to provide chemotherapy to LN-positive patients and withhold it from those with negative nodes. For the surgeon, it provides a logical rationale for performing extensive lymphadenectomy, both for staging and for disease control purposes.
In contrast, the parallel progression model proposes that tumor subclones start to metastasize early in tumorigenesis, with multiple waves of distinct, early, and late metastatic monoclonal and polyclonal cell clusters exiting the tumor to grow in other regions of the body in parallel with primary tumor growth. These subclones colonize LN and distant sites and evolve temporally in parallel with the primary tumor, but under a unique set of environmental selective pressures. Therefore, mutational divergence between the primary tumor and metastasis is expected to be high and the generated phylogeny complex and interrelated.
Parallel progression has been empirically demonstrated in nodal spread of CRC, with genomic analyses revealing contributions of spatially and temporally distinct polyclonal primary tumor subclones to individual LNs [8] . Branched evolution has also been demonstrated in CRC distant metastasis [4] . In some diseases, the parallel progression model also informs clinical and surgical decision-making. For example, in breast cancer, when considering omission of axillary node dissection in favor of systemic treatment in the presence of a positive sentinel LN, the parallel progression model is invoked. Importantly, parallel and linear models are not mutually exclusive, and both types of progression may occur within the same cancer type. Studying somatic variants in hypermutable DNA regions in 213 primary, nodal, and distant metastases from 17 CRC patients, researchers identified common clonal origin of LN and distant metastases in 35% of cases and an independent origin in 65% [9] .
Intratumor Heterogeneity
The knowledge of intratumor genetic heterogeneity in cancer has increased substantially over the last several years with improved sequencing tools, but the implications of tumor subclones for metastasis and treatment was hypothesized by Nowell [10] in 1976. Intratumoral heterogeneity occurs as neoplastic cells divide, acquire mutations, and separate spatially [5] . As a result, spatially separated cells in a large tumor have been shown to be more different from each other than close neighbors [11] . Mutations that increase the mutation frequency (MSH2, MSH6, MLH1, and PMS2) and those that allow the tumor to better tolerate genomic instability (TP53 and ATM) increase the mutational burden and the heterogeneity. Genetic intratumoral heterogeneity has been demonstrated across a variety of solid tumors including CRC and it is now a generally accepted feature of all cancers [2] . Increased intratumoral heterogeneity in the primary tumor for multiple tumor types has been shown to correlate with worse outcomes [12] .
Intratumoral heterogeneity in driver mutations was found in colon cancer by Baldus et al. [13] , who performed mutation analysis from tumor tissues that were harvested from primary sites, LNs, and distant sites. They found the KRAS, BRAF, and PIK3CA mutations to be heterogeneous between regions of primary tumors. When comparing the tumor center to the invasion fronts, heterogeneity was present in 20% of tumors with a KRAS mutation, 14% of tumors with a BRAF mutation, and 24% of tumors with a PIK3CA mutation. Kosmidou et al. [14] compared the KRAS mutations from the tumor center to the tumor periphery as well. They found heterogeneity in KRAS mutations between these two sites in 44% of cases. They subsequently compared the mutations at a different tumor center site as well and found the heterogeneity to be present in about 34.8% of the samples [14] . A similar analysis was done by Jeantet et al. [15] to further examine the intratumor heterogeneity in colon cancer. By examining KRAS and NRAS mutations in 18 tissues samples from patients with CRC, they found that there was about 33% intratumor heterogeneity among the samples [15] . Intratumor heterogeneity is clinically significant because the heterogeneity of key mutations, such as KRAS, can dictate the response to therapy and even survival [16, 17] . Sottoriva et al. [3] also found substantial heterogeneity across colon adenocarcinomas and adenomas through assessment of CNV and through modeling they hypothesized that this heterogeneity originates very early in tumor evolution.
Heterogeneity in Metastasis
The heterogeneity among tumor subclones is not limited to primary tumors alone but persists throughout LNs and distant sites. Few studies have been performed in colon cancer LN metastasis. Baldus et al. [13] showed heterogeneity in the driver mutations KRAS, BRAF, and PIK3CA between LNs and matched primary tumors for some CRCs. The authors found that 31% of the LN had discordant KRAS mutations when compared to primary tissue. They also found 9% of LN to have discordant BRAF mutations and 13% of LN to have discordant PIK3CA mutations. When examining the distant metastatic tissues, the discordant mutations were 10% for KRAS, 0% for BRAF, and 5% for PIK3CA. These findings show that heterogeneity persists throughout disease progression [13] .
Another example of using mutational analysis to determine heterogeneity between primary tumors and metastases is the study by Jeantet et al. [15] . These authors analyzed patient tissue samples for KRAS, NRAS, and BRAF mutations. They found 36% of intertumoral heterogeneity between primary tumor samples and LN or distant metastatic samples. In these samples, the primary tumors harbored a RAS mutation that was a wild type in the LN or distant metastatic lesions. They also found that there were different forms of the RAS mutations between the samples as well indicating convergent evolution.
Mutation analysis is not the only way that heterogeneity is evident. Kim et al. [18] established heterogeneity by measuring copy number alterations in addition to mutation analysis. In terms of mutation analysis, the authors performed 35 multiregional biopsies of primary and metastatic CRC lesions among 5 different CRCs. They performed WES to further characterize the mutations into the following 5 categories: universal, metastasis-clonal, metastasis-private, primary-private, and unclassified. They found that, depending on which tumor was sampled, only 19.8-53.9% of the mutations were universal, meaning that they were present in both the primary tumor and the metastatic lesion. Among the rest of the mutations that were subclonal, 13.8-56.0% were primary-private. These were defined as mutations present in the primary tumor but not in the metastatic lesion. Metastatic-private mutations, those that were clonally present in metastatic lesions but were not present in the primary tumor, comprised of 2.4-40.7% of the subclonal mutations. Interestingly, about 1.4-37.2% of the mutations were biopsy specific and not found elsewhere [18] . The authors also utilized copy number alterations in combination with mutation analysis to develop phylogeny trees to further examine the linearity of evolution of the cancers. Analysis of these phylogeny patterns revealed that 4 of the 5 cancers experienced nonlinear or branched evolution.
Using mathematical modeling, tumor subclones can be inferred from in-depth data on heterogeneity. Ulintz et al. [8] found the most significant departure from the monoclonal model of cancer metastasis. For that study, 7 colon cancers were used to collect 33 samples. These included spatially disparate regions in each primary tumor and also 1-4 matched LNs. These samples were then analyzed using WES, deep targeted sequencing, CNV analysis, and PyClone analysis to distinguish one subclone from another. The results of these analyses were then used to develop phylogenic trees. Ulintz et al. [8] showed the presence of heterogeneity in mutations and CNV between primary tumor samples and their matched LN metastases. Interestingly, they also showed heterogeneity between the metastatic lesions. Furthermore, they showed that LN metastases were polyclonal and established that LN metastases originated from different geographic regions of the primary tumor, leading them to propose a model of LN metastasis where there are multiple waves over time. This spatial-temporal relationship is a novel finding that expands our understanding of LN metastasis (consistent with model 3 in Fig. 1 ). These findings question the common clinical practice of selecting targeted therapeutics based on the mutation status of the primary tumor.
Drivers and Predictors of LN Metastasis
Driver genes of colorectal tumorigenesis, such as APC, TP53, KRAS, MAPK, MEK, BRAF, PTEN, etc., are well known [19] . However, despite intensive research efforts, there is no genetic signature which can distinguish a localized from a metastatic colorectal tumor. Drivers of metastasis may be more difficult to discover, as metastatic lesions are less routinely biopsied and resected. However, some authors feel that the majority of meaningful cancer driver genes have been discovered [20] or that genetic drivers of metastasis do not exist and metastasis can be explained as a stochastic process alone [21] . As such, an LN metastasis could be explained as a chance event as the tumor randomly sheds malignant cells. The ability of nonneoplastic cells to colonize LNs and form functioning organoids has been cited by some authors as a potential support of this theory [22] . However, some gene mutations and somatic alterations have been associated with increased LN metastasis in CRC. Driver gene mutations in KRAS and TP53 but not APC or PIK3CA have been found to be associated with LN and distant metastasis [23] . The less well-known transcription factors FOXM1 and eIF3e have also been associated with LN metastasis and poor prognosis in CRC [24, 25] . Certain CNV have also been associated with colorectal LN metastasis. For example, copy number deletion of JK-1 was found to be more frequent in colorectal adenocarcinomas than adenomas and conferred an increased risk of nodal disease [26] .
Gene level changes within a tumor's DNA may ultimately not reflect protein translation due to posttranscriptional changes such as epigenetic alterations and chromatin structural changes. Therefore, several studies have attempted to analyze gene expression patterns between LN-positive and LN-negative tumors. Altered patterns of expression of genes of interest, such as in CDH1 and aquaporins, have been studied in CRC via immunostaining and found to be associated with LN metastases [27, 28] . Similarly, microarray technology has identified differential expression patterns of genes of interest between tumors with and without LN metastasis [29] . Novel methods in proteomics have also identified different levels of the novel markers FXYD3, S100A11, and GSTM3 between LN-positive and LN-negative tumors [30] . However, determining causality and clinical relevance in these associative expression studies is challenging.
Similarly, Lan et al. [31] examined 629 patient CRC samples for genetic factors that can help distinguish LN status. Rather than genes, however, the authors of that study looked for SNPs in the genome. Eleven SNPs were found to be significantly different between samples that had LN spread and those that did not. Of these, 8 SNPs were associated with an increased risk of metastasis, whereas 3 SNPs were associated with a decreased risk of LN spread. In their study, they also found that a patient having 7 or more unfavorable genotypes increased their risk of LN spread 1.97 times as much as those who had less than 7 unfavorable genotypes. The major limitation of that study, however, was that all of the patients whom the samples came from were Asian, which potentially limits the generalizability of the findings [31] .
One possible outcome of genomic analysis is the development of predictive biomarkers that can identify patients at high risk for LN metastasis, potentially allowing improved selection of patients for neoadjuvant treatment versus up-front surgery. Using a training cohort of 69 patient samples, a gene expression signature using 73 discriminating genes was derived. The model had a positive predictive value of 84.6% and a negative predictive value of 90.7% in detecting LN metastasis [32] . Though this concept would need to be validated in large clinical trials, it does show potential in helping stage patients, thereby helping clinicians provide individualized therapy. The use of molecular markers to risk stratify patients for systemic therapy is on the horizon and being tested in randomized trials.
There are many clinical implications of the findings that have been presented. A deeper understanding of the heterogeneity in the progression of cancer is vital in understanding resistance to therapy. For example, the presence of KRAS mutations predicts resistance to epidermal growth factor (EGFR) antibody therapy [33] . Despite this valuable information, it is still difficult to predict the clinical response because of the intratumoral heterogeneity of KRAS mutations since a single biopsy may or may not detect the mutation. Intrametastatic heterogeneity is demonstrated clinically in relapse of metastatic lesions after initial response to chemotherapy. For instance, mathematical modeling of the emergence of resistance to panitumumab in initially responsive colorectal tumors revealed that resistant subclones existed prior to the initiation of targeted therapy [34] . Any given tumor harbors 100 or more mutations and many CNVs that can vary between geographic locations in the primary tumor and metastasis with the potential for at least some of these to alter response to therapy.
Conclusions
Linear progression of a clonal cancer from primary tumor to LN to metastasis is a paradigm that informs much of the current cancer diagnosis, staging, treatment, and research. However, as technology has improved to the point where we can interrogate individual LN and distant metastatic sites, a growing body of evidence suggests that this is an oversimplification. Whether by as-yet obscure molecular mechanisms or by stochastic means alone or a combination, metastases are heterogeneous. Spatially, temporally, and molecularly distinct malignant subclones colonize LNs and distant sites. Development of personalized therapy to treat and prevent fatal systemic metastasis requires consideration of the metastatic lesions as heterogeneous collections of subclones, each harboring unique patterns of resistance. With that in mind, research and treatment strategies aimed at discovering and targeting single mutations in the primary tumor are unlikely to achieve long-term, relapse-free success. Therefore, an improved scientific understanding of the heterogeneous nature of LN metastasis will be key to tailoring treatment and improving patient care and survival.
